Key Holding
and Mobile Patrols
Making Communities Safer
Trained far beyond Security
Industry Authority requirements,
our officers are experienced in
a range of safety, security and
incident management skills and
are able to proactively work
towards enhancing the safe
environment you deserve, while
also responding to incidents
as required. Our officers are all
trained in first response with
approved first response and
defibrillator kits in each vehicle.

At Ashridge Security Management we recognise both the fear
and impact of issues such as crime, and anti-social behaviour
on communities, both commercial and residential alike. Working
closely with crime reduction and community safety initiatives, our
patrol, response and key holding teams are a professional and
visible aid in deterring anti-social and criminal activity, enhancing
community safety and responding to client’s alarm, CCTV or
incident management systems as appropriate.
Staffed by teams and managers with extensive policing and
emergency response experience, our proactive response model
provides a visible safety network for industrial and commercial
estates, residential communities and rural areas alike.
Our fleet of four-wheel drive vehicles are chosen specifically
for their capability in winter weather and poor road conditions
balanced with their green credentials using bio or hybrid
fuel technology. Maximising our capability and minimising
environmental impact. All of our security patrol vehicles are fitted
with state of the art reliable technology including communications,
tracking and CCTV equipment, to provide a transparent service
open to scrutiny, for the protection and safety of our officers and
the ability to monitor and record evidence.
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We aim to create a safer more secure environment
for our clients by providing high visibility patrolling
backed up by an unparalleled ability to respond and
manage incidents as required.

Fully accredited, quality security guarding services
tailored to the objectives and risks of your business.

